
MANCHESTER - 2013 

PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

First and foremost a huge thank you to those that did brave the weather and make it to the show. 

Unfortunately, entries in the vast majority of breeds were decimated by the snow and wintry 

conditions, thankfully there were no reported accidents due to this. Although my entry was 30 + this 

was cut to just 8 on the day, having said that the quality was high and I was pleased to see my BOB 

go on to take Group 3 under Ann Arch later in the day so well done to all concerned.  

 

PD (3,2) 1 Giermer & Owen's Desalazara Funky Feet. At just 6 months old this boy has it all there to 

work on he just needs a bit more schooling and ring awareness. Head developed well for his age and 

build with just enough stop and balance to body, dark pigmentation all through. Strong neck into 

moderately angled shoulders and upper arm. At times he stands rather 10-2 but when he develops 

more in rib this should straighten to his benefit. Ample bone throughout and tidy feet. On the move 

he is good in profile and coming to but he tends to be rather close going away but again with age 

and strengthening all through this will improve. Shown in full, clean jacket.  

 

JD (4,2) 1 Holmes' Lisjovia Shakey Byrne. 15 months old and so well built under his full, dense jacket. 

All male in head, in perfect balance with his body. Dark well set eyes that give a keen expression, 

ears set on well and carried close against his head. Powerful neck into top class forehand with 

straight well boned legs and compact feet. Well sprung in rib and solid in topline that holds at all 

times. Well defined quarters with excellent muscling and strength in hocks that allowed him to drive 

hard to match his front reach. Pushed the OD hard in the challenge but in the run of the OD was 

more fluent going away. Would like to see him in a year or so. RBD. 2 Giermer & Owen's Desalazara 

Funky Feet.  

 

PGD (3,2) 1 Ford's Kalkasi Dances With Wolves For Montimur. 2½ year old with nothing exaggerated 

about him in any department. Good head to handle with dark almond eyes and well set ears. 

Moderately built in forehand but for me would have liked more bone to compliment his build. Deep 

in chest, well ribbed up and straight in back. Muscular quarters with well turned stifle that should 

have produced a more fluent movement than he had today. Given his construction he should have 

had a better action going away and in profile. 

 



OD (7,5) 1 Maggs' Gillandant Kathy's Clown Of Dewyche JW ShCM. Judged this boy about 4 years ago 

as a Junior and then he was RBD, today he has matured on well into a very good example of a PMD. 

All male in head with strength but in no way coarse or overdone anywhere. Darkest of eyes, full 

dentition with good bite, ears well set, good length of neck to well laid shoulders. Straight front with 

good bone. Excellent ribbing and depth of chest, firm top line to well angulated rear quarters, and 

muscular thighs. Moved very well from any angle covering the ground with an easy stride and fluent 

action. Finished with the best of jackets and overall toning. BD. 2 Bowker & Gibson's Febus 

Mauvezin. Another excellent example of a Pyrenean that has all the right ingredients under his hard 

jacket to go on to be a real force to be reckoned with but today he was not as clean going away as 1. 

Excels in head having strength and balance all through. Best of pigmentation, ears set on and carried 

correctly to finish the picture. Short, strong neck to first rate shoulders and front assembly. Correct 

in rib and firm in back and topline. Defined in hindquarters with strength in hocks. Put down in full 

jacket to top it all.  

 

PB (3,2) 1 Bowker & Gibson's Viskalys Berry Berry Xtroadinary (Imp). What a star in the making this 

young bitch is surely destined for the top if today is anything to go by. She is completely balanced all 

through from head to quarters. Beautiful head to handle with strength yet so obviously feminine in 

every way. Darkest of eyes and ears carried well to her advantage. Muscular neck into top class 

forehand and strong, well boned legs, standing on compact feet. Well ribbed for her age, holds her 

topline and overall shape on the move from all angles, again she tends to be a bit close going away 

at times but with development and given her framework this will come together in time. Put down in 

hard clean jacket to fully compliment her build. One to watch out for. RBB & BPIB Well done.  

 

JB (5,3) 1 Moffat & Holmes' Lisjovia Simoncelli Via Kyleca. My star of the day at just 15 months old 

this bitch has the world at her feet ready to conquer all. Scores so well in head with dark melting 

eyes and a look of arrogance that defies you to look away. Moderate length of neck flowing easily 

into first rate shoulders and forehand with straight, well boned legs and the best of feet and 

pasterns. Correct rounded ribbing, solid in topline and back coupled to excellent hindquarters that 

are perfectly matched and balanced to her forehand she couldn't help but move as she did. Used the 

large ring to demonstrate her build by putting on a faultless display of strong driving action and front 

reach with perfect footfall in profile. Shown in the best of gleaming jackets. She threw down the 

gauntlet to the dog in the challenge and just edged him out by being that bit more animated and "up 

for it" on the final go round. BOB & Group 3 Great result for the breed Well done. 2 Bowker & 

Gibson's Viskalys Berry Berry Xtroadinary (Imp).  



 

PGB (5,4) 1 Ford's Kalkasi Stormdance For Montimur. Litter sister to PGD and much the same 

remarks as him being clean in outline with nothing out of place. She has strength in head with dark 

well set almond eyes and ears carried close to head. Moderately built in forehand and in complete 

harmony with her quarters allowing her the free and effortless movement she demonstrated here 

today. Holds her outline and straight topline at all times whether static or on the move. Shown in 

good, clean jacket of excellent hard texture to finish her off. Like her brother I think her best is yet to 

come. 

 

Richard C Kinsey 


